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WILD CARS

The Barkbane of the Moscow Strike is Broken

WAS IN BIG FOUR WRECK
YESTERDAY AT WALDRON, ILL.

DASHED DOWN HILL BESIDE
INCLINE AND 1Ni cliniE
RIVER.

Gaiini GUERILLA
WARFARE KEPT UP

One of the Flat Cars Went Under
!nee. Fr Seerk Broken Reit and annE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
the Transfer Boat That Was
Ditched Engine and Nine of
-• TO CONVENE TUESDAY.
Landing Then.
Eleven Coachee.
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GOING TO PIECES MR, ROOD HURT TOWARD CAPITAL

A

Al! Roads in State are Now
Leading all Politicans

I ALL HANDS LOST DIVIDEND MADE
British Bark Hits Rocks,Off PEAL ESTATE INVESTMENT
COMPANY DiD THIS YES- ,
the Vancouver Island
TERDAY.
IN TERRIFIC GALE.

dials Talked Over Publi
terests Last Evening.

n-

Fight For United States Senator the
Goes to Pieces and Alt on Board
City Bears Appearance of Battle—
Another misnap occurred- yesterday
Yesterday ttie fast mail passenger
Engrossing Feature With Three
Find Death in the Mad
Filled With Officers and Guards
The annual meeting of the boa
afternoon at 3 o'clock at the Ininois
train No: 34, of the Big Four railContestants.
Water.
Dashing in All Directions.
of directors for the Paducah Real
Central incline, at the foot of Boyd
road was wrecked at•Waldron, four
Estate Investment company, was
Street, but nothing serious resulted,
mites east of Kankakee, Ill., and
held last evening at the office of the
While the incoming passenger train
abbard the coaches at the time were SOME OF THE BILLS
WARNING BUOY AT PLACE
concern in the Fraternity building.
LATEST REPORTS FROM,
Mr. C. M. Budd and wife, of this
TO BE ENACTED BY BODY due at that time was delayed about
RECENTLY DISAPPEARED The authorized capital of the conTHE DISTURBED TOWN. city. A dispatch from there last
one...hour. It all happened by a
A
cern in $25,oup, and the semi-annual
stein of five fiat cars getting loose
night said Mr. Bud was seriottely individend of 3 per cent, was declared
non, the track which runs right
jured, while a private telegram prom
Louisville, Ky., Dec. 28.—A11 poli- alengeide the incline and cradle
for
the benefit of the stockholders..
Victoria,
B.
C.,
Dec.
28.—The
BritMoscow, Wednesday, Dec. 27, 6 p. that, gentleman said' that his hurts
up
tical roads lead to Frankfort,' where te
ish bark Pass of Melfort, Capt. The directors elected the officers to
the water's edge.
m.—St. Petersburg, Dec. 28.—The wereenot of a dangerous nature.
the assembling of the legislature next
Thie side track runs parallel with Gauden, from Ancon for Puget serve the company the ensuing year,
backbone of the insurrection is brok
Mr. Budd is the general manager week willo bring to the final contest
the incline rails, going to the edge Sound, drove ashore on the rocks of they being Edgar W. Whittemore,
ce and the uprising here is rapidly for the West Kentucky Coal com- the fight for a seat in
the United
going to pieces.
pany, whiclii controls mines, yards States senate. The combatant; are of lie river. One hundred feet up Vancouver Island, a quarter of a president; William Marble, vice pres
mile east of Amphitrite Point, Tues- ident, and Fred J. McElwee, secreThe revolutionises are able to arin elevators here, at Memphis, St. Senator J. S. C. 'Blackburn, the in- the hill from, the river this side track day
night and an ces board were lost. tary and treasurer.
the
keep unponly a guerrilla warfare, but Louis, Caseyville .and other points. cumbent; Judge Thomas H. Paynter tarns into and connects with
The vessel was making for the enthe ease with which they can move Ten days ago he and 'his wife left of the Court of Appeals., and Mr. W. main - incline track. Flat cars are
trance to the Straits, when the terAddition Completed.
small detachments from place to together, he on business and she to B. Heldman, editor of the Louisville pushoa _onto the side track that is rific
southwest gale drove her to lee
The long addition put to the Starks
place renders the task of suppressing accninpany him. He was it, Louis- Times and a long factor in Kentucky used for loading piling and unload- shore on
Vancouver Island and the Ullman Sadlery company's building
them slow and tedious. The ;Brun- ville yesterday and left for Chicago politics. It is difficult .to estimate the ing it the piling being used by ckiv- ddtarmied
ship drove with terrific force od North Eighth street, has been
naia quarter has been cleared of the over the Big Fame railroad. After strength of the candidates. Neither in;4 in row; out :nu) the river so onto the
rocks, breaking up soon entirely completed and there installmembers of the "drujina," as tht being in the Wintle City a day or Senator 'Blackburn nor Judge Payn- a' ee. guide tie- tranjer boat when afterward.
ed ins-de the addit.on mac/nanny ,o
es to this side of tile 'tream
_
'fighting organization of the revolu- two lie intended coming home. He ter, who have been long in the race, n,
necessary on account of the grosnirin
Bodies
Come
Ashore.
mane.
'This
side
track runs
tionists„ is celled. They have trans- did not say in his message last even- will submit any figures, though both w'
(
'
business of the concern
Part of
Bodies
of
the
doss
int.)
river.
lost
seamen
Etat
are
now
ferred their operations to East Tver- ing which way he would go now, clainii the victory.
Senator Black-,
coining
ashore.
terday
afternoon
there
were
The
first body re- the addition will be used as a stock
AIM. consisting principally of snip- that the' wreckoccurred, or when he burn when pressed on this point after
room also.
•ng from the roofs of houees, occas- would be home.
his arrival in Louisville from Wash- thre empty flat cars and two loaded covered was that of a seamon dressed
in
oil
skins
and
overalls:
latter
be
Two
snore
ones' on the siding, the two
ionally throwing a bonds on ad•socThe press dispatch received by ington yesterdpy said:
Commercial Club.
were soon afterward seen rolling in
'Tim patrols and making off on the The Register regarding the wreck
"Only children or fools would give ing filled'with Paiug• le some man the heavy
Last
evening
. meeting was held
surf,
but
could
not
be-retier
*he
brake
o
n
the
cars
became
appearance of artillery.
said as follows:
out a statement as to their exact
at the Commercial club'headquarters # •
covered.
otnloasened
and
this
let
the
flat
cars
'bed Mete Troops.
Kankakee, III., Dec. 28.—Fast mail strength beforedecisive battle.'
A number of ship's buckets, all on Legal Row, by the board of diAll the troops of the Moscow gar- passenger train Noe 37, of the Big
Judge Paynter is serenely confident kitten down the steep deceoing bank
marked "Pass of Melfort,” were rectors and some members 'of that
pace.
rapid
The
boat
transfer
a
rison, including the former disaffect- Four railroad was wrecked today at shat everything will be hi, way, butiat
I was just coming in to the track et hound on the beach, and not far body, a number of the city offieiale n •
ed Rostoff grenadier,, and the rein) Waldron. IL)., four miles cast of is equally uncommunicative.
away in a small bay at the extreme and some citizens. The
""....... •,
foinements we
'
d) are employed in 'here. The seriously injured are
Mr. Haldeman is not making any'the time, preparing to land and let end
of Amphitrite Point which marks had as its objeci the discussion' -crushing Ow revolutionists, are still Harry L. Wart, of Chicago; John assertions of strength. He has the off 'the passenger train she brought the -westerly entrance to Barkley many things in
general pertaining to
ineutficient .to thoroughly occupy tht William. of Indianapolis, Ind.; C. support of the Louisvi!le delegation, overt from Jerookport. .the • cars Sound, the ship's barometer, broken the upbuilding
and
welfare of this
territory won, thus enabling the rev- M. Budd, of Paducah, Ky.; J. G. and is in good strategic position. shot out into the river and one went boats and the figure head of the city's commercial
interests, but the
under
was
the
transfer
boat
that
Witten
either
Blacaburn
.or
Paynter
I
ohstionists to slip into vacated terri- 'Bailey, of Chicago, and Walter Kerr,
bark came ashore, together with other main point up for discussion was reictor.
he will be able to cope with the moving slowly at the time. The
tory so soon as the troops mere on, of Aurora, III., the latter the mail fvalIs
wreckage.
garding the city government
obstructive
under
fiat
car
the,
prow
Many of the attacks on patrols are clerk. The fast mail was two hours
Two
spars
Wtre
visible
to
watchers
ing
exemption of tikes for a pe
Involved in senatorial fight is bitter caused- the bow to fly up several feet from shore, washing about as though of five years, to
seemingly made out of a pure spirit late and running 7o miles an hour
capitalists
out
water.
,pf
the
transfer
As
the
of bravado, since they are complete- to make up time. When at Waldron personal feud between Senator Blackheld by other submerged wreckage. bere and instituting factories,
bearcould
not
eve
to
the
bank
with
flyer
struck
burn
and
;the
a
broken
rail
the
Gov.
Beckham.
Blackfrom
a
land
futile
standpoint.
stragetic
13r
tries or anything of a busin
Log Book.
the oar bents* her, she putted herThe remnants of the insurrection engine and nine of the eleven coactA
torn
piece
of
paper,
which seems ure. This exemption is ass
now lack cohesion or a head.
es were ditched, but not overturned. created the "machine" and of being self off, an engine cam: diswn and
IL_
t
like
part
of
the
log
book
jerked
the
wild
care
out
of
river
of Capt. ment for them to locate '
the
The city of Moscow bears th: pict The gas tank in the PuHmuni explod- its chief engineer. The fierce conand after talking the in tte
Gauden,
was
found
on
the
beach
with
onto
the
track
hill.
and
upNthe
condliZted
they
troversy
which
and
hal
battlefield.
ed
ignited
the
car,
but
the
fire
olleseue aperranoe of a
the car under the prow forced the name "John Houston" on it, and the city authorities prise
011actre are everywhere seen gallop- was quickly extinguished before do- through the mails last winter is smell W
not far away a water-soaked photo- to take some step after the
the
M's bow upweed thee threw
ing through the /streets or being driv ing serious damage
It took several remembered. It has been intensified
fifteen seamiest -and 'ppren- the year toward* revising the
pal
the
beaks
off
tracksmimareidlinnnti
assertion
Blackburn's
thet
en about in rapidly-moving sleighs. hours to clear the wreckage and by Senator
now laws so as to accord thin
tices
o'
the
Past Merfort, taken at the
elmseseetesce.
the
oat,
being for the
accompanied by. escorts of dragoons right the cars. The track for 600 his mail addressed to him at Frankcement, but not become trio
bark's poop, was found on the beach.
p
neer
coacaes
eLoard.
It
took
that
has
i>t-en
and
fort
tampered
with
• yards was badly tern up.
or Cossack;.
'
Tia.wtrous as has occurred some tint
letters addressed to bins .have fallen abont one hour to remedy things At midnight last night Capt. James
The centre of the city for the first
Gauden, agent of marine of fisheries, in the past.
and
get
but
no
the
train
unloaded,
opponpolitical
his
into
the
hands
of
tine today showed signs of life. The HEIR TO MILLION MISSING.
received a dispatch from Uclulet that
ents. This is now being investigtaed. seratsus damage occurred.
stores were reopened apd the inhabeverything possible was being done to
nt.
is
wondier
the
flying
fiat
in
Franka
car
inspector
was
postoffice
A
itants, who hal been cooped up for James A. Platt of Flushing L. I., Is
fort last week and anumber of the in the lead did not knock a big hole identify, if possible, tile bodies that
five days, wen! venturing out for t
Object of Search.
department's experts are on their in the prow of the boat when it went had come ashore.
breath of fresh air.
There was a whistling buoy recentDuluth, Minn., Dec. A.—James A. way to Kentucky to complete the in- under her, as she struck same a blow ly placed off Amphitrite Point, but it
Clearing StiOetS
for
vestigation.
heard
some
distthat
could
be
The troops began operations ties Platt, eo years old, of Flashing. L. L.
disappeared. Two days before ChristA rather &chive test in the sena- ance.
morning at the triumphal arch, born- heir to an estate valued at $1,000,000
the government ;timer Quadra PASSING THROUGH THIS CITY
Monreached
be
race
should
ttiriat
EN ROUTE TO STATE
barcang and demolishing an immense and who disappeared from his home
egais sent to look for ,the missing
the House caucus for
buoy to replace it, but' the steamer
barricade near the car stables of the on Easter day, leaving a wife and day, night. when
CAPITOL.
is held. R. W. Miller of
failed, to find the buoy in a short
Belgian company, which had been five children, is believed to be some- Speaker
Richmond is the Blackburn candidate.
search, and returned to port for
built behind overturned Aram cars. where in northern Minnesota, but the
and Henry Lawrence of Trigg the
Christmas.
Thence slowly pivoting from tb: police have been unable to find him.
Representative Louis P. Head Will
wins
Paynter candidate. If Lawrence
arch the columns swept eastward, Miss May Platt, sister of the missing
Steel Bark.
Leave Tomorrow for Frankfort,
it will look like a certain victory for MR, FAY, OF DETROIT, MICH.,
farther
man,
'believes
he
has
gone
clearing all the streets off the VerThe Pass of Mlelfort is a British
HERE ON BUSINESS ABOUT
police to Paynter. On the other hand, if
west,
but
she
has
asked
the
As Will Mr. Campbell.
skaia and north of the Boulevard
four-mastedf sten bark of 2,346 tone
STRIICE
continue the search. The father's Miller wins it will not insure Blackwhich separated the battleground
built in Illgt at Glasgow for Gibson
will named the absent son as execu- burn's election, though a great advanfrom the center cif the city. Barri& Clark. She was last seen by the
tor. In a codicil, however, the tage. because of Paynter's strength
Judge Eli Barry, the seete
cade* were not so numerous in this
Castle, which
Brooklyn Trust company is substi- in the senate.
Combined Meeting to Be Held on British ship Brochick
from
Marshall county, arrived hcre
region as was the case during yesbark,
was
passed by the wrecked
tuted. Since the death of the father
Haldeman's strength is' uncertain
Sunday Between Labor Union
last evening for Benton, and left this
terday's fighting, and the troops enof
the
Brodrick
and
Capt.
°keen
been
dethe efforts to find the son have
and h:s figure in the fight will
and Locked-Out Men.
countered less opposition.
Castle, who himself had a DITTOW morning at too o'clock for Louismore active, as the other heirs are pend largely on developments.
A correspondent /of the Associated anxious to have the estate settled.
es-cape coming into the Straits, had ville, where Se remains today. He
Siatne interesting bills are to he inPress accompanied one of time col.expected
to find the lost vessel in port then tomoriew goes on to Frankfort
Centre! Labor Union held a speclegislature. Besides
into
the
troduced
to attend the caucus, and also the
umns for an hour, during which time
before 'him.
next general assembly which conTwenty-six per cent. of the em. the anti-cigasette bill, there will be a ial meeting at their hall on North
the soldier* of. the "drujina" attempt
new county out Fourth street last evening to meet
vene; the coming Tuesday.
ed to hold the barricade,. After ployes on the pay roll of the pension measure to create a
PLUG
of portions of Ohio, Beckinridge and Mr. Fay, of the national executive TOBACCO
Representative John R. Ray. of
*ink a few shots they invariably bureau at Washington are said to be
SAVED HIS LIFE, Graves county, and Representative
coulnies. This will be cabled board of the street oar employes inGrayson
pensions.
drawing
scattered off.
either Goebel or Beckham counties. ternational union. He gave a most
Joseph W. Jackson, of Hickman and
Sometimes the arlillery fired at a
protective insurance ineasure will interesting talk regarding matters Frier-Id Was Showing His Revolver Fulton counties, gO imp Sunday to atA.
ordered
has
office
war
Tien
British
barricade, but usually these defenses
provide that the portion of the re- pertaining to organized labor, and a
tend the gatherings, while yesterday
When it Went Off.
were taken without firing a shot. the peaecutioo 'of the officers conserve fund of foreign companies stiecial combined meeting will be
Representative Zeb A. Stewart, of
stores
war
Africa
South
the
in
cerned
Tare work of destroying the entangle
business in Kentucky, which is held Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock,
28.--A
OM
doing
Logansport,
Ind.,
Dec.
Murray, went to the etate capitol
•
menet and burning the material r-nan scande .
designed for the protection of Ken- in +the assembly room between the of tobacco in the trousers pocket was around by eay of Paris, Term., and
which they were constructed was
and
tucky policyholders, shall be invested Ceatral Labor Union and the locked- all thet saved the life of Albert H. up through Bowling Green
now. Occasionally when the troops •i'-on pratically without lots, as the in the state.
out street railway employes. At til'"rnag from a bullet discharged Louisville. Senator Conn Linn, of
were bombarded, but the occupants revolittioniats were ituable td fight
that time Mr. Fay will deliver an- Irons a revolver held by John Simons, the Murray, Livingston county and
weer bombarded, but the e —pants the_artillery' with revolvers, and they CARTOONIST DALRYMPLE
near Galveston, Ind.
Lyon county district, passed through
other address to the bodies.
had ample time to escispe.
possessed few rifles.
During Islet evening resolutions 'Simons was showing ; new re- here yesterday morning en route to
DIES VERY SUDDENLY.
Buildings in ruins.
House after house showed yawnwere adopted era/finning the 'hearty volver to Thomas, taking out, as he the capitol.
New York, Dec. at3.—Louis DalThe optrations of the troops in the ing cbayns produced by shells. The
Representative Louis P. Head, of
support
and co-operation of the Cen- thought, all the cartridges.
caricatures
Brunnaia district disclosed many in- spirit stps and cheap lodginghterses rymple, an artist, whose
Thomas
thought
that
It
was
first
city, expects to leave tomorrow
this
lockedUnion
with
the
Labor
„tied
cartoons on polititeresting traces of yesterday's figat- occupied by the student revolution- of politicians and
against had been mortally wounded', but in- Per Frankfort, while State Senator
in
their
fight
employes
mit
seen
appeared
in
cal situations have
ing, which brought the walls of a iete were the principal sufferers.
local street railway company. vestigation found the bullet lodged -in Wiheeler Campbell it ill do
known newspapers and periodicals. the
hundred 'houses Itimtitint'about the
Barricade's.
official call for Sunday's gather- the plug of tobacco nnd that' he had From all sections of the commove,
Tat
acute
died suddenly last nglat of
ears of their defenders. The proksuffered DO injury.
wealth the representatives and sPnaappears
in another column.
The barricades, though they could
ing
Home, in
horoff cotton mills, the headqpartep not be defended eigeinst artillery, paresis in the Long Island
tors are traveling. headed for the
he was taken a sMr. Fay arrived here yesterday
of the "drojina," and maul
capitol where they will be lie the
Wedding Announced .
"odar were well constructed, being made Amityville. where
and it was reported on the
orning
houses for the distance of a'inile be- of telegraph poles, fences, heavy month ago.
sllreets that 'he came to settle the
Mlles Alice Taylor and Mir. Edwfa next sixty days transacting state
Mr. Dalrymple wee born in Cam- strike. This is his businers, and it Wood;, of this city, yesterday sur- business.
tween the 'Boulevard and tile Trium- doors, irosigreetered yard gates and
years ago. was also said Oast night's special prised their friends by announcing 'Congresernan 011ie James arrived
phal arch -were in reins.
signs, all interlaced with wires. Red bridge, Ill., forty-two
Mis-. gathering
'The
married
he
ago
years
Seven
Every street tributary to the Tver- age were *till defiantly floating
was for that purpose, but that December etst they were mar- here yesterday and is Dow at
Palmer, but his presence has no poliskan: ,Boulevard wee stoutly barri- over some of the barriers, but Ann Good, of Baltimore, who sur- the tmion delegates deny tatie, as is ried by Rev. Dr. Porter at Cairo.
caded, as marry as seven being count througlrogekethe district the corres- vives aim.'
They are now residing at Fifth and tical significance, as far as known.
shown by their resolutions.
ed within zoo yards of a single street pondent
streets. The bride is the
Trimble
The motormen. -and conductors
liteither "drujinists" nor
These evidently formed the first line soldiers. It was nke a deserted
Preliminary steps have been taken
Mrs, Florence Watson, wife of a have now been out nearly four pretty daughter of Councilman Young
- ormation of
of defense, and the netwovIc of stneets field err which the tide of battle well known lawyer of Mt. Sterling, months and claim they win fight to Taylor, while the groom is the son at Franlefort toward the f
nehinci were barricaded at intervals. had spt.
Ky., was shot and badly wounded the last ditch.- while on the other of Captain Joe Woods, fOrmerly of a new county from the entudi^4 of
Ohio. Breckeinidge and Grayson.
These barric'ades were left standing, 'During the morning tke revolu- at a dance there by John Flarity, a hand the railway- line state; it is mov the police force.
the broom; having stragetically mad'i tionists several timer attempterf to former suitor, who, she alleges, in- ing along the same as. usual, getting
a circuit to an oPe
lain northwest intercept convoys of ammtnition setted her while claming with her. all the men needed,
'Preparations are atready going on
Secretary Root has asked the Navy
of ,the city, White e 'abled them to sent from the arsenal td the froops, hope of 'her .recoeery 'has been
Next Thursday evening the Central in Rome to celebrate in tota8 the department to take steps for the pro.
take' the revolutionists in the rear, whose supply of 20o rounds per man abandoned and arena hi talk of Labor Union nominates officers for jubilee of the Pope'; ordination as tection of American citizens In sc.
compelling the eeacuation of the po- was running low.
lepriest,
Petersburg.
lynching, shigild Mrs. Watson die. the ensuing term,
V
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CONCEAL PRICES HUBBARD HELD AT THE NTUCKY Special) Sale

On Wall Paper.

WHAT CAUSED NANNIE PEOPLE GRADUALLY WORK- RECOGNIZED TO ANSWER TO Paul Gilmore's "Capt. Debonnairs."
The Evening Post of Olittrlestone
GRAND JURY FOR HOUSEING UP TO IT IN REALTY
GRAY, COLORED, TO BE
S. C , of the 1st. inst. says of Paul
ARRESTED.
DEALS.
BREAKING.
Gilmore and his latest attraction,
"Capt. 'Debonnaire," which is to be
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER
THAT HASP
tomorrow (Saturday) in
presented
Try
They
to
Roundabout
Colored,
Mr.
Held
Way
John J. Bleich Rents Offices
to the In a
Rufus Bronson,
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. ,
matinee
at
and
night
at
Kenthe
YOU
CAN
PAPER
Formerly Used by Joe Wood as
Hide the ,True Value of PropGrand Jury on the Charge of
tucky:
A ROONI,,,,,FIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDER
erty From Assessor.
Murdering Wm. Gills.
Sleeping Quarters.
TO MATCH"Paul Gilmore, truly an idol of the
South, secured a brilliant triumph at FOR THE WALL RUM OF ONLY 65TENTS.
NICE PLAIN Ft.C.
the Academy of MIusic last evening
Yesterday afternoon at the county before a large and enthusiastic aud- AAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARAL SELLING
A certain public official yesterday
Yesterday morning in the police
AT 6 CENTS
coutr Nannie Gray, colored, was ar- stated that he noticed that in large court house, Justice A. N. Sears ience in 'Capt. Debonnaire.' HandROLL,
WE
WILL
SELL
YOU
AT
ONLY
tried
the case charging Gentry Hub- some polished, talented and forceful.
raigned on the charge of breaking number, of instances, which art grad
'5c PER SINGLE ROLL
into the drug store of Joe A. Gard- ually growing, that deeds are filed bard, colored, with breaking into a Mr. Gilmore gave a splendid' portrayal OR 3 CENTS PER
DOUBLE
ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
ner, at Third and Tennessee streets. with the county c:erk transferring bduse belonging to Jim Little, also of Louis be Debonnaire, his concep,
The case was continued until today. property in which it is stated that colored. The magistrate held t'ne tion of this dashing soldier being DESIGNS. ALSO NICE tIANDSOME DESIGNS AT sc, roe, rsc, 30(
Yesterday morning about 3 o'clock the property is sold for "$1 and oth- accused to the grand jury and re- ideal, lie infused life, nerve and his
leased him on his personal bond of auditors by his rare ability to make AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL. ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
the drug store clerk and Will Sween- er considerations."
$roo.
Hubbard rented a house from love ardently, to play the wit -with TO SLAT THE
The official irr question said tat
ey, veho sleep upstairs, lseard the
PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL FFFECT, INGRAINS
side window crash below. The po- this was a dodge to hide the true Little, but not paying his rent the his friends and to triumph over hi,
lice were notified, but before they valuation of real estate around town latter put him out and attached Hub enemy. Of a peculiarly magnetic per- DESIGNS IN CORNICE
AND—EVERY CONSIEVEABLE COL
could get there the thief had gone. so the owners of the property could bard's hensehold goods wino), are sonality. Mr. Gilmore quicklyseeon
AND
LOVELY
Blood was found on the cash regis- get out of paying taxes as much as stored inside the building. Little the complete favor of his audience OR
AFFRINGED BORDEitS TO MATCH. AtiL
now claims that Hubbard broke into and' the artist was evident in his every
ter and window sash, so the officers possible.
commenced looking for anyone with
-Every year When the county asses the place and tried to get some of movelment. That he has pronounced COLORS IN BURLAPS.,.ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS 11.
talent was made clear in his seccess- JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL
blood on them. Officer Churchhill sor begins training property for coun the furniture and articles.
COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DR-Justice Sears tried the case down fnely deceiving the house into becaught the Gray woman hear the N., ty and state tax purposes the county
C. & St. L. depot, at Fifth and clerk makes a copy of records in the at the court house, because it was lieving that he was the real, the liv- SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
Norton, with her hand tied in an latter's office, showing what property too far for the witnesses and law- ing Louis le Debonnaire. In returnFO HEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WINapron and bleeding profusely, where has been sold_ during those twelve yers to come to Tyler,
here he ing to his fayored field of hister„
art,
the
romantic,..it
is
mandes(that
DOW
she had cut it in arnashing the win- months, the name of the seller aril usually conducts court.
SHADES, CANVAS. TACK/LAND BUILDING All DROOFING
Mr. Gihnore has &leen wieelty .and
dow. Under her an was found a also purchaeer, its locetien and tee,
well, for his. work`litet evening Ira, PAPERS.' .:ALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES
Took Quarters.
box of "coke," wbile in a bucket she amount paid for the land or lots.
AND
Justice-elect John J. iBleicih has at alb times superlatively'-'splendid.
•carried were particles of glass that The assessor then uses this list in
BE
CONVINCED
THAT WE WILL TREA4' YOU RIGHT AND
"Mr. Gilmore has a superb prodropped into it when the window making up his aseessments to a great rented the quarters on Legal Row
broke. She lives on Washington extent, he being better able to judge that were yesterday vacated by Mr. ductibn and a company of uniform ex- etIVR YOU THE BIM VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
street.
what the piece of ground should be Joe Wood, formerly captain of the cellence, every role being entrusted
The murder charge against Henry valued at for taxes if 'he has before police force, as sleeping quarter. to a competent player. The. scenes
Holboawy, alias "Kid" Holloway, him the price paid fqr same by the The two offices are now on the sec- are laid in Quebec and New Minterond floor above the law office of At- lam, allowing for feel dspley of coscolored, was continued until next purchaser.
tinny' and scenery. The setting for
Tuesday. He is accused of murderNow people buying and selling torney Oscar Kahn, and MT. Illeich
ing George •Travis, colored, ten real estate are getting into the prac i; now preparing to furnish them, the first act, the autumn fete at which
Louis first appears in New Amsternights ago at Twelfth and Terre:I tice of saying in the deed that so and with his furniture and fixtures .predam, was beautiful. The drama is
streets.
so transfers this piece of property partory to making it his headquar- replete
with sparkling lines and interThere was ciente:Med until next to so and so for $1 and other consid- ters. He becomes a justice of the
esting episodes. It is well developed.
Saturday the case charging Prentice erations. The °flo'v considerations peace next week, having succeeded
the author being consistent in his
Campbell. coloireck with cutting may be the payment of $eo,000, there Magistrate Jesse Young, who goe. construction,
never forgetting the
Charles Baker, white, last July out fore when the assessor reaches a out after a four years' service.
main theme nor introducing extra!,
Campbell Was piece of this kind•of property he
in Rowlandtown.
eons incidents. Mr. Gilmore has the
brought back here yesterday morn- just,has to Snake a guess at its valReturns TomorrOw.
best role he has yet played and he
Justice Richard J. Barber is ex- is bound to score pronounced success
ing by Detective Moore from India- uation.
napolis, Ind., where he was caught.
The owner by not putting in the pected back tomorrow from Mem- Wherever he appears in the romantic
Rufes Bronson, colored, was held deed what -he paid for same takes e phis, Tenn., where he has been the drama.
to the grond jury without bond on good chance of getting the assessor past ten days visiting his daughter, "Mfr. Gilmore has INA Mtn one of 30 SOUT tiTHIRD ST.
PADUCA11.1K1*
the charge of murdering Wiliam to value it at less than what it Mrs. Jack Flynn, wife of the super- the largest companies ever in the city
Gills, colored, at the home of Jennie should be assessed for.
intendent. for the Memphis division and it well supports him too."
Grundy, mistress of Bronson, on
A glance at the county clerk's lees of the Illinois Central railroad.
Twelfth and Jones streets, last Sun- orde shows that weekly more indent
'The Chaperofts„ Comedy-Opera.
day night.
ur.s of this character are being lodg- CAMPAIGN FOR
Isidore Witerarlis comedy-opt/1ra
Will Childress, colored, was held ed for record there, and one real esFRANCE'S PRESIDENT. success "The Chaperone' will be pre.
to the grand jury on the charge of tate dealer remarked a few days ago
sented at the Kentucky on Monday
bemiring into the establishment of that it looked as if it would be only Enters Upon Its Final and Acute matinee and night.
Stage—Leading
Candidates.
,Lem Jones and stealing some money a year or two until everybody would
"The Chaperons" is a musical farce
'and other things.
he making out their deeds that way.
that is produced with much of the
'Paris, Dec. A.—With the passing elaborate finesse of opera, but with a
Frank Burch was given a continof Christmas the French presidential score that is in a lighter and more
nee until next Tuesday of the case
FAVORS LOCK CANAL.
campaign enters upon its final and popular vein and with a libretto that
rging him with knocking Noah
ughlin in the head with a mon- Chief Engineer Stevens Says It Is acute period. Throughout the prov- is modern and thoroughly up-to-elate
wrench.
Only Feasible Plan.
‘i inces the best oratorical 'talent of in its comedy and theme. The comre was continued over until tothe republic is being employed to bination of catchy, twentieth century
rh *seeder's' cond-uct charge
Washington, Dec.28.—Chairman 'bring pressure to bear upon the mem fun, light and graceful dancers, fine
We Write Anything in Insurance
a
Minnie Tice, wife of John Shores, accompanied by Chief En- bens of parliament—througli their singers and fun-makers and gorgeous
scenic and costume
sureounding, Office/1806
the negro who died as the re- gineer J. ee Stevens, of the Isth- constituents.
Broadway
Phones:Office 3854esidence16%
M. Fallieres and M.
r re- make "The Chaperons" one of the
of *booting 'himself after th: mian canal commission., has arrived
So
bosabardinent at Eleventh and Broad in Washington. Mir. Stevens has main the most promieenitdates, gayest of ntusicat attraction.
The
way.
come to Washington to give his with the chances in favor of the for- production this season is nee in
There was continued until todiy views to the commission on the type mer, whose long senatorial record is every particular and the company one
:
the breach of the peace charge of canal that should be constructed. stainless, while N. Dotuner is ?aid of the best, including:•Edych Valmes
against Will Foster. colored, who is His advice to the conwnission will be tc have soiled his hands during his ada. Ruth Lloyd, Doris Goodwin,
the negro that on Christmas was in- based upon 'his study of the great en governorship of Indo-China.. M. Harry Laden, John Price, George
eulging in loud and drunken incen- ginter problem, as he has been on Pelletan, minister of marine, declar- lsyclecker, Frank Wooley and others
diary talk, out about Ninth and the ground foe. several months.
ed that the election of M. Downer
"The Woman in the Case."
Washington streets, and who had to
Mr. Stevens, it may be definitely would mean war with Germany, folFew plays of misdern authorship
be knocked in the head by Officer stated, is in favor of a lock canal, lowed by a Downer dictatorship. He
Ttrr:11 before he,would come to his and at a moderately 'higb level. He demanded that Ne. Downer's follow- have had such universal praise from
senses. J. H. 241cCuen, the negro will recommend to the commission ers should tell why the latter, who the New York, critics as was accorded
success,
who indulged in some inciting talk the coneetuctien of a lock canal for left France for Indo-China covered Clyde Fitch's sensational
the day of the bombardment ut Elev a number of reasons, which he is prz with debts, returned to Paris to scat "The Woman in the Case" which ill
to be presented at the Kentueky next
enth .nd Broadway, was fined $io eared to present, but principally be- ter gold by the handful.
costs.
and
cause, in his opinion, the cost and
Unless a satisfactory reply is given Thursday night. The able critic of
Robert Rowland and a man named lergeh of time which will be required to the charges involved in M. Pee Town Topics for instance says:
Muller were frned Sr each for being for building such a canal can be es- Irtan's question, it is believed that "There can scarcely be two opinions
about 'The Woman in the Case.' It
drink.
timated with a great degree of defin• they will ruin M. Ihoutnerei chances.
with dramatic interest though
teems
Hattie Pollard was fined $5 for a itenees, while the cost and time re- for he is already unable to deny that
three acts, and if the last act is als
breach of the peace.
quired for constructing a sea level he deserted the socialist party, which
Mamie Caldwell; colored, was giv- canal presents a problem so indefin- gave him his start in polities, the Most unnecessary, it has the merit if
being 'short and can be excelled oe
en a continuance until eanuary 8th, ite' that, in his opinion, its
consider- moment he found it peosonally prof- that snore. "The Woman in tee.
of the case charging her with shoot- ation is not advisable
itable to alter his course.
Case" like most of the Fitch plays,
ing her. husband, Bud Caldwell, last
M. Fallieres is not making a cam- tells a
story of to-day—a stery of
week ,on North Niete street. They TERMINAL CHARGES AT
paign' at all, either directly or indi- New
men and manners, ate) it
York
both claim it was aq accident, but
ST. LOUIS ABOLISHED. rectly, having left it all to his friends tells it with the sure, deft manner of
th• court ,wanis to examine into this
11 a deadlock should develop be— —
the man who:knows. From the first
matter after the husband gets well
St. Louis, Mo., Dec. 14.—It became tween him and M. Doumer the only it grips the interest and holds it. e
't
(weigh. The doctors cannot tell known yesterday tha• the
fourteen other possible candidates are M. is real and thrilling. It is refreshing
whether he will pull through or not. railroads comprising the Terminel as- Courgeeis and M. Chatimie.
too in its picture of domestic trust '
There was left open until next sociation have begun to distribute
and loyalty. Very fine indeed is the
Monday the warrant charging Con- their new tariff sheets, grating
WORK OF "BLACK HAND." character of Margaret Rolfe, and not
•
a
tractor George Katterjohtr with leav- through bill of lading to
from
one whit overdrawe; are almost
ing piles of brick and other building St. Louis and seductions ranging Threatening Letters
Received by a equally good is that of Julian, her
material stacked tip out n front i4 from 25 ter 73 per cent, of the bridge
Multi-Millionsire in New York.
husband, manly, frank and clean.
the Elks' building on North Fifth. tel. which is ahem-bed in the through
Against this fair 'background the sorvethout displaying a danger signal at bill. While the new east-bound rates
Syracuse, N. Y., Dec. 28.--Chas. did vulgar creature of the chorus and
night.
from St. Louis well become effective M. Crouse, one of the wealthiest the town, Claire Forster, is
silJanuary t, it is announced that 'there men in Syracuse, end a multi-mil- houetted clear and sheep end fOfCELEBRATE ANNIVERSARY
may be some delay in putting the lionaire, has received two F tc-ange let bidding. Clyde Fitch has written anOF CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR westbound rates into
operation. ters from some person who pretends other soccesse
owing to greater detail work. • In to be a member of the Black
Hand, The Woman in the Case" played a
Fiesten, Mass., Dec.
ale—The granting a through bill of lading on threatening to blow up Mr. Crouse's continual engagement at the Herald
teenty-tifth anniversary of the Young which the bridge toll is absorbed, borne if 'he did not place
$2,4010 in Square threatre, N. Y., for over four
People's society of Christian En- the railroads will now deliver in St. cash in a cigar box on
the curb in months although the original contract
deavor will occur on February'next. Louie at any point without extra front of his residence,
to be called was for only four wecke. The play
it will be commemorated by the charge.
for in the night. The letters have will be presented here with a notable
nearly 7o,000 societies and by the
been turned over to the police.
cast of players and the production
ree and one-half million members NEW MODEL REVOLVER
The second letter said that dyna- will be precisely the same as was
by numerous Endeavor Unions,
UNITED STATES ARMY mite would be used on Mr. Crouse's seen during its four months run in
I • I, county, state and national.
house and that an attempt would be New York.
Dt
g the last two years forty-six
Washington, I), C., Dec 28.—The made on the lives of his family if h(
states\sind territories of the United ordinance bureau of
BLACKBURN MEN ANGRY.
tele war war de- did not prodnce the money.
States &NI three provinces of Canada partment has in contemplation
a
have gained more than to per cent. competitive contest for
Ask Representative Ector, or Clark
GEN. WHEELER MAY WIN.
new models of
in the number of their societies. a revolver
for the use of the United
County, to Resign.
Hawaii has gained le per cent., and States army. What is
desired by the Likely to Be Appointed Police Comthe Christian Endeavor has gained a department is a weapon
missioner of New York.
possessed of
Winchester. Ky, Dec 28.—A mass
foothold in the Philippines.
Ten greater stopping power than the remeeting was held at the Courthouse
thousands societies have reported a volver now in use in the army. The
New York, Dec. 28.—It developed here Memday in response to a call
total of eelf a million dollars in gifts. details of the trialw
have not as yet Tuesday that Gen. J. Wheeler is the by the steeportere of Senator BlackThe next all-European convention been arranged. It is
expected that leading candidate for appointment by burn here, and a resolution was
will he bele' from Jule 2f/ to August weapons of large calibre
and possibly Mayor McClellan as pobice commis- adopted asking for the resignation of
s at Geneva, Switzerland, in connec- of different type from those now in sioner. Gen.
Representative-elect , Ector,
Wheeler has been a State
tion with the World's Christian En- use will be tested.
resident of this city since the close who, in a card published in a Frank- jADUCAM REAL ESTio-it... WESTERN KENTUCKY FARIC. EASII
deavor convention
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WETTIRN
of the Spanish-American war. He is fort paper, declared his intention to
It is reported ai, Indianapolis that a retired major genc3ra1 of the United vote for Judge Paynter for United
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE UST
District Wortley Jeronre's official Gov. Hanly is about to issue a call States army. He
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR ET.
was one of the States senator. The Bleekburn men
pintality as certifiesteely the board of for an extra session of the Indiana most successful and
distinguished claimi that Ectoe had promised to
elections in New lebrk is 15,064.
CEDGIA skW, WiliTTEMOILE. Paduueb- ay.
cavalry commandere
general assembly. vote for Blaelobern.
1
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Corner Zrd & Kentucky Ave.

Undertakers and Embalmers,

MAIIIL, [FINGER & co.

1_ 4• Le BEBouT

General Insurance Agency

ITS HIGH TIME'

For you to begin laying up something for
rainy days and the infirmities of old age.
Make regular deposits in this bank where
your money will inat work for you at compound In
and grow into a sum that will surprise you.

MECF ANICS
and
SAVING
BANK,

--227 -

Broadway,

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,

•

REAL ESTATE AGENCY
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Purchased from the United States Bankrupt Court, at, a
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216 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY., Schwab's Old Stand,
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Prices the- lowest ever known. Every purchase means a saving of from 50 cents to 75cents on the Dollar.
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Overcoat Dept.

Men's extra quality, blue, black
and brown. Schwab's price Si° oo,
Bankrupt sale price
$4.98

AS
STERN
1ST

V.

10.0

**

**

Men's extra fine Kersey Overcoats, Schwab's price, Silk Bankrupt
sale price
$6.48

)RE,

******

It will emphatically be the largest and greatest bargain opportunity sale ever conducted in Paducah.
Values never before tliought of will be handed out to you, as the stock MUST POSITIVELY be sold out
regardless of ,its cost. We bought it at a ridiculously low price and will give you the benefit of our bargain.
We did not buy the stock to keep it, but to close it out, and that QUICKLY. You know the stock Schwab
had and it needs no commendation'from us. We know it was worth much more than we dreamed of, and
you will profit by it if you are quick to seize the opportunity, for the mere announcement of the prices
below will make things move lively from the time the doors are thrown open Saturday morning.
N#N e can not emphasize too much what this sale means to you. It will overshadow anything of a like
nature ever held here, and should interest every man and woman in town, and they should seize the chance
to supply their wants in the clothing and furnishing line for months to come, as an opportunity like this.
is seldom had.
We shall have a sufficient number of good salespeople to wait on you and see that you get just what
you want, and we especially suggest that you are indeed missing something real good if you fail to come
your money go a long way.
down andtake advantage of the possibilities we offer you to
Bad weather has just started. You know the next three months are the worst of our winters, and
winter clothes will be in demand; therefore you can appreciate what this sale means. Clothing, Underwear,
Hats, Caps, Glovps, Shirts, Trunks and Suit Cases will be sold at nearly give-away prices.
This stock must be closed out quickly, and in order to do so goods will be slaughtered. Remember,
every purchase means a saving of from 50 cents to 75 cents on the dollar.

Excellent values heavy weights,
blue and brown, Schwab's price $7.50.
Bankrupt sale price .
$2.48

way,

#.0

Fancy Belt Overcoats, newest patterns, finest quality. Schwab's price
$7 30 to $22 so Bankrupt saki
price
$3.48 to $9.98

Boys' Overcoats
Schwab's prices $4 50 to $12 so,
Bankrupt sale
price
$1.26to$5.98
All these Overcoats are high grade,
of the best manufactures in this coun
try and are worth from two to three
times the prices quoted.
-s••

ret12/1111:111111/11

Don't forget the
date,

SATURDAY,
DECEMBER 30,
at 9 a.m.
L1312:1=1:1311313:211121:133r41313

Men's, Boys' and
Children's Pants
Good styles and excellent qualities.
Men's and Boys' Pants, Schwab's
price $1 50, Bankrupt sale
price
490
Men's and Boys' Corduroy Pants.
Schwab's price $1.00 to $r.so.
Bankrupt sale price
490
Pants, best ever offered,
Dress
Schwab's price, $2 oo to
$6 50, Bankrupt sale price
..... 760 to $3.19
300 pairs Knee Pants, Schwab's price
25c, Bankrupt sale price . 120
500 Pairs Knee Pants, Schwab's price
25c to Sr 50, Bankrupt sale
160 to 740
Price

Men's and Boys'
Suits
Men's and Boys' Suits, Schwab's
price $3
Bankrupt sale
price
$1.48 to $1.98

Men's and Boys' Suits in all colors
and good quality, Schwab's
price $6 oo to $1000, Bankrupt sale price
...... $2,98 and $3,98
Men's Suits for business or dress—
best makes, high grade, all
patterns, Schwab's price $12.50
Bankrupt sale price .. $5,98
AU Finest Suits sold by Schwab for
$15.00 tc $22 50, Bankrupt
sale price $6,24 to $11.24
One lot Suits all wool, Schwab's
prices $e oo to Sti oo, Bankrupt sale price
$3.98
Men's Black and Blue Granite Veriitian and Silk linings, Schwab's
prices $32.50 to $32.50, Bankrupt
sale price $6,98 to $11.24
Extra sizes and stout sizes 44 to
so, in all colors and grades, Schwab'.
prices from $8 oo to $515.00, Bankrupt sale
price
• . $3.48 to $7.98
Children's
Jackets
Pants,
and
Schwab's prices Si so to $6.5o
Bankrupt sale price
490 to $3,15
All the suits in this stock are thee
very latest creations and we have
them in all cuts, Double and Single
Breasted

Furnishing Goods
sc dozen Shirts, Schwab's price 50c.
Bankrupt sale price
190'

so

35 dozen Shirts, Schwab's price $1.25,
Bankrupt sale price
790

doz. Handkerchiefs, Schwab's
price 5c, Bankrupt sale price 20

35

doz. Handkerchiefs, Schwab's
Schwab's price 15c. Bankrupt
sale price
• • 7 1-2(

15

doz.
price
price

25 dos Overalls Schwab's price 75c.
Bankrupt sale price
380
15

doz. Overalls, Schwab's price $1.50
790
Bankrupt sale price .,.

25 doz. Fleece Undershirts and drawprice 50C,
ers, Schwab's
Bankrupt sae-rice
280
25

doz. Boys' /Drawers, Schwab's
price 40c, B nkrupt sale
price
• • • - - • 190

2c doz. Suspenders, Schwab's price
5oc, Bankrupt sale price . 190
20

doz. Suspenders, Schwab's price
Sr.00, Bankrupt sale price. 380

Remember: Bankrupt Sale Opens Saturday, December 30, 1905, and continues till all goods are
sold out.
"reg will.11110

TI

Schwab's Old Stand, PADU26A1r,M1141‘RICK
WANTED--25 Experienced Clothing and Furnishing Salesmen and Salesladies.
WILL

FIND IT

TO THEIR. ADVANTAGE TO BUY

inempippmpimmumpos

25 doz. fine half Hose, Schwab's
price ac, Bankrupt *ale
price
90

50 dozen Shirts, Schwab's price 75c,
Bankrupt sale price
38(

Don't miss this great bona fide Bankrupt Sale of the M. Schwab Stock, 216 Broadway.

MERCHANTS

25 doz. fine half Hose, Schwab's
price roc, Bankrupt sale
price
4
3t

HE SALE.

t5

Handkerchiefs, Schwab's
Bankrupt sale

25C,

doz. Handkerchiefs, Schwab's
price 5oc, Bankrupt sale
price. . . .

Men's and Boys' Gloves at your
own price
Men's and Boys' Collars worth roc,
Bankrupt sale price
10
Men's Hats, Schwab's price Sr to $4,
Bankrupt sale price
240 to $1.98
Stetson Hats while they last $1,98
3=11111:1111=1=4113======1

Don't forget thel
date,

SATURDAY,
DECEMBER 30,
at 9 a.m.
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larities in our state departments or
the people would not
PUBLISHED BY THE
•
this fact made doubhaving
to
object
MAYOR YEISER WILL READ MR.' RHODES BOUGHT OUT
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO.,
ly assured by a painstaking examinai KENTUCKY GLASS AND
IT TO THE ALDERMEN
(Incorporated)
-.g
OUEENSWARE 'CO.
FIRST.
tion of all departments and branches
Broanway.
523
Building,
at Register
of the state. Certain there is no one
to (abject to the work.
Can't Start Thereon Until Devout- Will Add This Important DepartJAMES E. WILHELM, President.
ment to Their Mamnioth Estabdehas
Kansas,
mental Statements-Are in and
of
Kellar,
Judge
:OHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
lishment on North Fourth.
reio5 Business Wound Up.
1.
•
cided that a newspaper is a necessity
Secretary.
WILHELM,
new
ROBERT S.
a
be
may
decision
This
life.
of
one in law, but the Man who has not
Yesterday morning Manager HarEntered at the postoffice of Padu- long known the necessity and the
Mayor Yeiser stated yesterday ry C. Rhodes, of the Rhodes-Burmatter.
cah, Ky., as second-class mail
benefit of a newspaper would be a that he would not have his annual ford 'establishment of North Fourth
message completed until next Thurs- street, purchased the stock of the
curiosity indeed. A newspaper as a
d to Kentucky Glass and Queenswarc
• st
$5-00
day, and it would.,
i
j
egt
One Year
2.50 necessity is 'next to a woman', hair the aldermen that
inar- compapy which has retired from
Six Months
5.25 Isis and its use is about as wide too. ily he tries to get
tima btiiiness, and which goods are now
Chree Months
skc
iViFWOWNSVIO*
INFWgii;WNNFOl
wa'Y meets being moved from the queensware
for the council WIN eh
One Week
Warm over yoar -Merry Christ- on the first Monday night of th• 'house that occupies the old VanCulin
mas" on the 1st prox, and make your New Year, but this time it will go building on Broadvray. between Third
Anyone failing to receive this paper
t.) "Happy New Year" as cherry, as to the aldermen first and then the and Fourth streets, over to the i
regulraly should report the matter
council the third Monday night of
North ,
Telepossible, but leave out all halarity and next month, unless beforehand there Rhodes-Burford concern on
The Register office at once.
Fourth.
silk
the noise. What you had on the asth is held a special sessior of that body.
phone Cumberland
In buying this stock Mr. Rhodes
in hilarity and noise was surely
The mayor has to wai4 until every- completes the arrangements he start
In Green Boxes Only.
thing is closed up for this. year be- ed some weeks ago to open a queer*
SUPERIOR IN QUALITY. HARMenough for one holiday. season.
fog: Oe eats get complete and final ware department at his big ftirniture
LESS AS WATER.
•
Nadine Face Powder is compoundTaere will be strenuous times in •veports from the municipal depart- and carpet establishment on North
thants. Ile gets these departmental Fourth street. For this new depart
ed .and purified b ya iiewly discOvered
Frankfort soon, and particalaray the
public
various
statements
from
the
process. Produces a beautiful, soft
hand
left
all
will
use
of
he
the
ment
coming- week. II6ny an uninitiated officials, who show what has been acvelvet appearinotsewhich remains tinside of the first floor entering the
solon will soon be wiser than before complished this year and what should building. The furniture and other
til wasised off. Ladies who use Na•So6r •fie •aaes 'llustensys Septia
dine Flee Powder in green boxes
in ways that are dark and tricks that be done the new year. The mayor stock now an that side of fh•e Store
are sure the complexion will be fresh
•'VI •
are N ain if nit otherwise. And this then includes these reports and sug- house will be moved to the upper
—
.
gested recommendations in his an- floor, leaving half the ground floor
and lovely at close of the evening.
is no dream.
Hamilton.
Shrewd
nual
message, w'herein is also incor- for furniture and the balapce for the
The quality is unequaled. • Buy
One
VT
.0
.7.r
who
i-'
porated whatever suggestions he has queensware. .
one so cent package and if you are
Andrew Hamilton, the man
not entirely satisfied notify us, and,
to make for 1906, and comments upNew
While East some weeics ago Mr.
handled the lobbyists for the
!II
—
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Fur Top Felt Slippers, all colors,
- $1.00
Congress Felt Slippers, - $1.00
Velvet Slippers, all colors,
- $1.00
Warm Lined Shoes, - - - $1.00
Men's Slippers, all styles.
Little Gents' Rubber Boots, 5 to 11, - - $1.25
CALL EARLY AND GET CHOICE.

Lendler & Lydon

Phone 675.

CASH ONLY.

•

l.cading

309 Broadway.

No. 5302 Gets the Big Doll at

Harbour's Book Dept.

This ticket was held-by Miss Lyda Iliff, 1212 S.
Seventh street, and the doll has been presented to
her. Tickets No. 1632, 4089,5262 and 7028 were
also drawn from the box and if you hold any of
these numbers bring them to us and you get a
pretty doll free.
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aatitiorized
underitaad that the pt
at Boemtcrwn am anxious to have you
take charge of their new church?
Popular Preaehee—Y-e-s, there has
'been some talk about it, but I'm nestgolag.
"Don't you think the Lord is calling
you to this new held?"
"Oh, no. If Ileivere. He would put ft
In their hearts to offer me a bigger sal.
ary."—N. Y. Weekly.
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'PALE 0111 A "STUFFER71

BLANKETING OF
MRS. WORTHINGTON

BY BAILEY PAIN.
"Adel" "stuffed" papers, for a living. '"
In ease the reader does not understand
For some time the man had seemed
what this art is, it 'will be explained
BY S. Z. MISER.
to be asleep. lie WU back in one 'corthat the "st. Sing" of newspapers Is
ner of the carriage, his eyes closed, the
"Robert," said Mrs. Faddlewaite, "I
one of the mest laborious branches of
work connected with the great Sunday lower lip dropped, his slack fingers —1—"
nursing in his lap, the pipe that he
"What's the trouble." he asked,
Issues. The reagaigne, comic, want ad
had
relinquished.• Opposite to him sat
"I hope you won't think I'm extras,.1(4112010e.-,
and -other seeecies of the Sunday pa/
ftwour
per are printe 1 earlier in the week, and his wife, a seirunken woman with tight agent, and I know it is so hard for
from Thursday „until Sunday morning lips, at hair, and an anxious eye. As you to serape up money enough to pay
Clergyman's Luck.
she watched him and pursued the train the horrid bills that
ez
always come along
Jukes—Who was the best man at dozens of hazels are kept busy insert- of lier thoughts she now and
eleeVelc 'Et
then
about
the
ing
first
these pates into one harmonious
of the menthe but I
the wedding?
shook
her
head
as
if
with
disapp
roval.
simply must have $20."
Jenkins—Well, I'm not sure. The whole.
"Twent—say, Mghel, whet do you
kven'the latest type of presses calls She was naturally garrulous, but was
If You Have
bride's father got all the bills to pay,
As a girl she think I am—the son-in-ls.w of some
not perform ties class of work, which restraining herself.
the bridegroom had to buy diamond
,had
been
rather
pretty
than not; none life insurance president? Yciu might
offers employLient to many newsboys
Foot Troubles
brooches for the bridesmaids, the
could have guessed it now.
as well ask me for twenty million. Do
guests had to give handsome presents; and inhabitant.. of "Newsboys' alley,"
Suddenly the man sat up and you know that our
You should throw away those old
expenses for last
upon my word, I think the best man who earn as mach as $18 in four days' 'opened his eyes; he
tapped the bowl month were $63 more than my saltime. Of this class was "Yodel."
style rubbers. Any doctor will tell
was the elergyraan—he was the only
Down in the subterranean depths al of his pipe against his hoot and be- ary? If you are acquainted with anyyou they cause most of the trouble
one who made anything out of It.—Titbody who can tell me how to make
a paper office, erithe.the roar of the gan to refill IL
He will tell you to get a pair of
Bits.
"You've had a nice sleep," said the ehds meet when things
giant pregame reverberating in his ears
are going that
way bring them around and I'll pay
worked this representative type of tat wanes.
His First Intimation.
The man seemed in no hurry to an- him well for his
"alley
.". At tho surround:lig tabled
time. What be you
"How did yeu find out that you could
ewer. He was staring blandly at tho want $20 for?"
SECOND YEAR IN BUSINESIS IN
draw?" inquired the admirer of the cele- three other "rIeepouts" labored, and flat,
sliding
country as the local train
while they 1st ,red they sang. One
"Oh, never mind, old Mr. Croespatch.
brated illustrator.
PA.DUCAH.
puffed and waddled on its slow way to I'll get along withou
t it seine war- We offer special values in
"By the marks I received in school day "Yodel" c .ried in thp choruses
the
sea.
It
was
not until his pipe was I know that I'm net worth half what
Solid Gold Watches
far the excellence and fidelity of my and then stet . .0 yodel after the
singers whom he lit that he tamed to her and told her I cost you. and—and I'm going he take
work," replied the eminent one. "My fashion of, the
Solid Gold Chains
that
he
had
not
had
been
heard
*Weep at all.
upineography or music or be a Chrisfrom the gallery seat of a
work was a caricature of my beloved
Solid
Gold Rhiga.
"Not bee* asleep?" she said, in a tie& Science healer
or mounds-UM 90
leacher on the blatkboard and the marks vaudeville theater.
Solid Gold Link Cuff Buttons.
high-p
itched
High
aggrie
,
ved
above
voice.
that
the robies of the presses
I will be able to earn money and
"Well,
same from the teacher's cane."—CleveSolid Gold Brooch Pine, Diamosed
his voice rang out and every one of if I'd known that. Why. I've been par- —and not always be such an expens
land Plain Dealer.
e set
the 50 "stuffers" bwpped their work ticularly careful not to wake you all to you. It must be ju—just
luntible
Solid Gold Lookets.
and stared at him in aetoniehmenL this time."
for • man to have to give up everyNOT JUST HIS IDEA.
Solid
Gold Cronies and Neck
"Thank you," said the man, Without thing for a woman he doesn'
Then every one seemed to simultans
t love, Chains,
uusly start their Lands to clapping enthusiasm. "Look here," he contin- when be might have so
FOR NM AND WOMEN
much if he had
Sterling Silver SODOM.
"Yodel" was the boe'a name there- ued. meditatively, "when I was first never married her, and—"
because they keep th: :At cool—
Sterling Silver Toilet Sets.
after.
—er—taken Ill, and you had to get me
"There litte girl whethe the use of
never
chafe es "draw —are lighter
Sterli
ng
signed
Silver
up
and put away—"
Novelties
"Big" Bill, the foreman of the
talking that way? You know I'd be
and more ccinsfortable, while they
Meat line of Cut Glass.
"Now, George, please don't remind the happiest man in the world
"stuffers," was the only cae who dis
if I
protect.
Sterling Silver Bern Bon Dishes.
Liked "Yodel." Something about eta me," said the little woman, with some eouid pile bundles of money at your
. —
Come in &neither how they look on
lad's delicate face acted on his coarse appearance of distress.
Solid Gold Spectacles and Eye
feet every morning and give you the
your shoes—they -will fit any shape
"If I don't mind being reminded you Privilege of tieing what you liked
e.--ire like a red rag waved in the
Glasses, properly fitted
with
needn't," said the man, stolidly. "What It. But really yen know,
shoe.
e of a bull. In that room, where ev
J A KONETZKA, Optician.
I didn't
; inmate had an interestlug store I want to know is when I was taken expect to be called on for any moreal
years'
experi
We have a full line of any kind of
ence. 3,z B'way.
exIll was I in any way violent? Did I tras for a few weeks and had
._ hes former life to tell, "Yodel" wee
Paducah, My
rubbers you could want, from a toe
it all
want to do murder to anybody?"
instinctively recognized as having fal
A large line cf Eagle emblems
figured out so that I'd be just about
in tip to a buckle Arctic
ten from a higher estate.
"No; fortunately we were spared able to start in even next month. Of stock.
Wc have a good assortment of
"Bee" Bill krew thee and the bo) that. You didn't even try to break up course I can gtve you the money if
rubber and felt boots; also damp
the furniture. So far as your doing you absolutely need it but—"
always irritated him. On a busy Sat
proof shoes and high cut boots. Call
any harm was concerned, I might have
urday afternoon "Yodel" had just fin
"Oh if there are to be any buts
early
and get your correct size
kept you at home all the time, only the please don't say anything more about
ished warbling with his birdlike voice
d ctor said it wouldn't.do. No; you It. I appreciate your kindness, dear.
when "Big" Bill stepped up to him.
just sat there smiling. You were a and I know that you have a generous
"You want to cut that out!" he cried
millionaire, so you said. Ready you nature, and it must be awful selfish of
"I've stood it six week.s an' I ain't
go
were to write checks for any sum I me to leave you to practice all the selfin' to stand it any longer. The
boy,
might mention. And the things you denial. Never mind, I'll get along withean't do their work while they're its
Seller, of Slices and Satisfaction.
were going to buy—well, there was no out it. I will show you that I can be
tening to you. If you ever make
Um
He—It will have to be love in a cot- noise. 3 ou call
yodeling, again—I'll fire Wait to them. You owned three gold brave, even if I am merely a useless ex331 BrOildway.
mines and I don't know what else. It pense to you."
you, see:"
She—Oh! Charles, a cottage at Newwas perfectly horrible to listen to
"Hurrok! Now It's be so pleasant
"Yodel" did not reply to this tirade
WE HAVE SOME CHOICE
hort?—Philadelphis Press.
for me to go away to work and keep
you."
for he did net want to lose his
SELECTIONS
posiOF PIANOS
"Was ur said the man slowly. thinking all day of our joyful parting.
tion. But when the foreman
had
LEFT NOTWITHSTANDING
Another Elopement
"Well It's all over now. I'm sitting in Just imagine me whistling gayly at my
walked away "Yodel" was surrou
There was a maid in our town,
nded
OUR PHENOMINAL XMAS
a third smoker, going to the seaside desk as I remember that little old $241
by a group ef sympathizers.
,Ithe was a cashier In a store;
on a fiver borrowed from my brother aid the look you gave me as you told
Away she tan with all the cash,
"That fellow don't like me," he
TRAD
E
said
As cashiers have done beton,
who didn't want to lend it. When me you'd get along without it. In my
"Why, my old man used to
WE OFFER SPECIAL INordea
t never for a moment did
mind's
eye I can see myself calmly smokthat's done I go ha& to work at two
around dozens of fellows like
maiden think 'twee wrong
him."
DUCEMENTS • IN .'RICKS
ing my cigar after tench and thinking,
quid a week."
"What did you run away.from
when she with the coin eloped
home
The Illinois Central maintains dou"Yes, you know what your position as I watch the rings curl upward. of you
AND PAYMENTS ON THESE
for,
k the boss li.ons.
" asked a syathet,lc lisNews.
ble daily service, and operates
Is well enough now. You're as sane here, radiantly happy because of your
tener.
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NG
THIS
best of trains, with Dining Cars,
as anybody, but think bow awful it noble sacrifice. Oh, yea! But come on,
"I don't know. Just got tired
ocia Social Lion.
WEEK IN ORDER TO MAKE
of it, was for
dear. let's not quarrel over • Itttle
fet-Libraryt Cars, C.hase Can
then."
me
I
Ones
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guess,
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"
anesered the win. "Had •
'I Bluffer at the ballr
ROOM FOR A CAR OF NEW
uron the subject of which she had not Mowry. Of course you can have it What
Sleeping Cars, from Chiaogo,
swell home up on Diversey street,
1
• 't pet his evening clothes
bat wished
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ant I earning roomer for if It isn't to
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Louis,
to
remind
be
.
I
got
ed
Cincinnati and Litievilki
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'bumming' habit an' drifted
NOT
ths tailor seed them in
rather to like to dwell upon It; possi- give you happiness? and passes deal
svutis to New Orleans. Tie
to the alley."
BEEN
?"
OUT.
ONLY
beet
BEEN IN
bly she would have welcomed any talk any more about doles tidies tor
read fon retching the Winter Tou,
"That's where Big Bill goes,"
, the trouble was that the clothSTOCK FOR A SHORT TIME,
the purpose of earning mak yourself.
said topic that gave her natura
It
garrul
l
ity
resorts of the Soule, including
store man had rented 'em to an- another "titular," "up on Diversey
ALL FULLY GUARANTEED,
a chance. "And that wasn't all I had You earn It as it is. Your love is worth
New Orison, Vicksbusg.
street to nee his girl. I heard
r fellow."—Cleveland Leader.
a thouaaad times what—"
him to put up with," she continued.
THE
ONLY
telling Johnson about it."
"Why
Gulfport, Miss., Mewaseawd. Ls.
EXCLUSIVE
"Dearest," she cried, pulling his face
at one time you didn't know me—you
Mardi Gras at New °clean* Feb.
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O
"Diversey street is a long therou
STORE IN TOWN.
To Be Exact.
down
to
hers.
forgiv
sio
e
me for saying
called me Dora."
"What's the matter with MeSoehr fare," replied "Yodel," and
ea. 'el. Gullport is a Mexican gulf
what
I
did.
You know I appreciate your
the whole
"Did I?" the man asked with NW
feS down and broke the viaduct crowd laughed.
coast resort having the new, fine
generosity, don't you? Ah. if you could
erness
it his nose."
Saturday night • press broke
"Greet Southern" Hotel. Regular
only
know
how
long
the hours seem
dons
"You did indeed—and that not once
6"You mean the bridge"
and delayed the "sniffers."
ocean steamship tail-togs from New
when you are not with me! And I
Finally nor 20 times:
and all your talk was couldn't love
'Well, I think viaduct is the better when papers again began to
Orkane for hlexicos Central Amerior admire you more than
appear oo line
bits of • poetry book. My sister I
wird. No water ever passes under it, the table the boys were
do if you were so rich that you could
AMER ca, Panama, West Indies and Europe.
kept busy was
there at the time; I'm sure I don't buy
working like fiends to get the
you know."—Cleveland Leader.
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She—He had a long sickness, you and no one notice
d that "Big- bill was what you were saying, and she asked get a cheek sashed?"
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say?
me if you knew anybody of that name.
showing a group of friends
"hare it is. What are you going to
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ERS.
UNDERWRIT
til neat sweetie

Card

from.

a

-1111110111.••=111,

MTIIERSONS

Abram L. Weil & co

BACON'S

DRUG STORE.

FIRE INSURANCE

Jackson
7th :Itys..h
o,Z.."'

Kid*ff.*

•

Campbell Block.

did not

arrived

e

XMA§ DAY.

For Vaults, Monuments and G ene.ral Cemetery Work Use

'

POPULAR • WANTS

LOCAL NEWS

GREEN RIVER STONE
dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT

John S.Portems Marble, Granite & Stifie Works
SOLE AGENT, 1609 TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.

st,Eouz, and

tre fist,n,

E0D.Hannan

Opppoismith,

the Buffet
_W. C. eray, proprietor.
41i

THE KENTUCKY

here she remains
. out again.

away

NEW YEAR.
That Being Awaited Now by Everybody and Then Holiday Season
Is Om.

PUMPKIN.
Ours Weighs Sixty Pounds, but is
Small Compared to Others.

Everything seasonable in the eatable line served so

AGLMORE
IL.7

EXPERT ACCOUNTANT

Lir

many years. The
raised upon the farm, over
Miss
Saftic
Woe! pear Third.
The men tending to plantation
asys this is small compared to
over there, be

•

4

specimen

JOHN D.SMITH, JR

i1 I
WILL MOVE Comedy romance with music—GorMO.
CITY,
KANSAS
TO
geous Costumes—and
--

THINGS QUIET.
Nothilg Much Done Around Courthouse

rows of

orchestra $1 oo;

,THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
PRIM.

THEKENTUCKY

CI-IA PERON.5.

Bar.

by

oestopath,
Ilroadwey:- Phones, Old 1431.
761.
LABOR NOTICE.
There
aftertabor
nbitrh itt' O'clock.
requested to
'C., M.

We wish

J; E. COU LSON,

2
'
num
MBP
PLU
...
Steam and liot Water Heating.

Policy Holders.

Phone 133.

j.

bail

'44601110C1:41:c

52j Broadway.

...p..1.+44444,44444444444.144.4.1.444+4.1+++++++.4.1.44
Subscribe For The Register;"

and Sr -50•
Seats on sale Saturday at 9

President,

N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits 7=ur aepoias. Pays

,•
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